Lusaka to Victoria Falls Cycle
6 - 14 September 2019
The Itinerary
Day 1: Depart London
Day 2: Arrive Lusaka



Transfer to the hotel North of Lusaka, close
to Build It International HQ
Bike fitting before dinner and a trip briefing

Day 3: Build It International HQ - Eureka
Camp
 30 minute drive to Build It International HQ




where the ride kicks off!
A beautiful introduction to the country and a
chance to see some of Build It's projects
Riding on a mixture of tar roads and good
dirt roads
70km cycle

Day 6: Choma- Kalomo




Day 4: Mazabuka - Monde






A challenging but excellent day of cycling
through rural Africa!
Start with a 3 hour transfer to Muzabuka
Some adventurous off-road terrain winding
between friendly Zambian villages
A great chance to see the scenes of life in
the farming villages we pass
80 - 90km cycle






Day 7: Kalomo- Livingstone


Day 5: Monze - Choma






A longer day yet less challenging terrain,
predominantly riding on tarmac roads
We head towards Choma, a friendly market
town lying more than halfway along the
main road to Livingstone!
We pass small villages selling arts and crafts
and cross the railway line into Choma
115 - 120km cycle
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An early start gives us time to transfer back
up to Choma, where another fantastic day
of off-road cycling awaits us!
We pass through rural communities
untouched by tourism- a rare insight into
rural life here in southern Zambia and a
real highlight of the trip!
The dirt roads here are generally good
though some of the more dusty parts will
be challenging
Stay in a guesthouse
80km cycle






Our final day of the challenge! The
incredible Victoria Falls spurring everyone
on!
The day begins with a short transfer. A long
day of cycling leads to Livingstone, then
onto Zambezi and then finally onto Victoria
Falls
A wonderful sunset on the Zambezi sets
the scene for an evening of celebrations!
70 - 100km cycle

Lusaka to Victoria Falls Cycle
This cycle challenge aims to raise urgently needed
funds to help build brighter futures in Zambia.
Build It has pioneered a simple and highly effective
model in Zambia which is enabling hundreds of
unemployed young people to learn essential
building skills, and at the same time help to build
vital schools and clinics for thousands of children.
By 2021 we want to double our investment in
Zambia to train 500% more young builders and
transform the lives of 150,000 people.
By visiting both our new training centre and one of
our community schools, you will be able to see for
yourself how life changing our projects are.

What will the cycling be like?
We will be cycling on a mix of tarmac road and offroad tracks. Many of the tracks are dirt roads in
good condition, but there are some sandy sections
which are hard-going; there’s a reason this trip is
graded demanding! You do not need any technical
skills, but we strongly recommend some experience
of riding off-road, especially on dirt or sand, to
manage this terrain safely and confidently. The
terrain is relatively flat or has gradual inclines. We
will cycle over 300 miles on this trip overall - a huge
undertaking in 6 days of cycling on such mixed
terrain in remote areas.
How fit do I need to be to take part?
This cycling challenge is all about endurance fitness
rather than speed and it is certainly not a race. The
best form of preparation is to get cycling up and
down hills, for good periods of time and where
possible to follow with another ride the next day.
You will enjoy the challenge far more if you have a
good level of fitness and are used to be on the
saddle for long periods of time.
Keep in mind that this is a demanding cycle and
many people will find elements of the trip difficult at
times, whether it is the physical cycling, changing
weather, the difference in culture or something else.
It is great if you can work as a team and help each
other out during any difficulties. While there are
challenges, the enjoyment and rewards that come
from cycling to the spectacular Victoria Falls are
unforgettable!

What bikes will we be using?
You will be provided with a 21-speed mountain bike
with semi-slick tyres when in-country. The group will
spend some time at the beginning of the trip to
ensure that you have the correct bike for your height
and that they are in the correct position for your
cycling comfort.
What is the accommodation like?
The accommodation is varied, in friendly lodges and
guesthouses (rooms on a twin-share basis) and some
nights in camp on private land. These have wonderful
facilities and are a unique way to experience the
African bush, in many cases with wildlife-spotting
opportunities! If you are travelling alone, you will be
paired up with someone of the same sex and similar
age - please let us know if you wish to share with a
particular person, if you have not already done so.
Please be prepared for fairly rustic conditions on some
nights! Being out of your comfort zone adds to
the challenge… and makes your achievement all the
sweeter!
For more information, please do not hesitate
to contact Senior Fundraiser Susan Barlow at
susan@builditinternational.org

